SUMMER ASSIGNMENTS FOR STUDENTS ENTERING GRADE 2
SUMMER IXL MATH ASSIGNMENTS
To be completed at the Grade 1 Level no later than July 1:
Heading
Counting and Number Patterns
Counting and Number Patterns
Counting and Number Patterns
Addition
Mixed Operations
Place Value
Money
Money

Skill
A.15
A.19
A.22
D.9
J.3
N.4
R.2
R.3

Description of Skill
Counting forward up to 120
Counting on the Hundred Chart
Even and Odd
Addition Facts-Sums up to 20
Fact Families
Convert between tens and ones-multiples of 10
Names and values of all coins
Count pennies, nickels and dimes

To be completed at the Grade 1 Level no later than August 1:
Heading
Addition
Subtraction
Mixed Operations
Comparing
Money
Money
Time
Fractions

Skill
D.12
H.13
J.8
L.6
R.4
R.5
V.8
Y.2

Description of Skill
Addition word problems-sums up to 20
Subtraction Word Problems-numbers up to 20
Add and Subtract tens
Compare numbers up to 100: word problems
Count pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters
Equivalent groups of coins
Time and Clocks: word problems
Equal Parts-halves, thirds, fourths

*Please Note: Occasionally IXL adds skills over the summer, which affects the skill numbers.
When in doubt, follow the description of the skill, rather than the skill number.

SUMMER READING ASSIGNMENT
Students should read two fiction books of their choice at their guided reading level. Students
should choose a project from our summer reading menu, found on the LCA website, for one of
the books that was read over the summer.

SUMMER MATH AND READING ASSIGNMENTS
The following is an overview of your child’s required math and reading assignments for the
summer months. Please see the assignment sheets for each grade level, posted on our website, for
a more detailed summary of summer assignments

SUMMER IXL MATH ASSIGNMENTS
Every child who is entering grades 2-7 will be expected to complete a series of IXL math
exercises. Please note that, unless otherwise indicated, the exercises are to be completed at the
grade level your child is now finishing. Students should work until they have received a Smart
Score of 80. As you will notice, some of the skills must be completed by July 1, and the
remaining skills by August 1. Please note that IXL occasionally IXL adds skills over the
summer, which affects the skill numbers. If skill numbers do not match what we have, follow the
description of the skill, rather than the skill number.
Your child’s current math teacher will be monitoring this site during the summer; it is your
child’s responsibility, however, to complete the assignments. Successful completion of these
exercises in grades 5-7 will be counted as a first quarter grade. Progress will be monitored and
noted in the first quarter narrative for students in grades 2-4. Students in grade 8 will not have
IXL math assignments because they will work on assignments in the HSPT book.

SUMMER READING ASSIGNMENTS
Every child entering grades 1 – 8 is expected to complete a summer reading assignment. Upon
completion of each book, students in grades 2 – 5 are asked to complete an activity from the
Summer Reading menu, found on our website, for ONE of the books. Students in grades 6-8 are
to read a fiction book of their choice and complete the book report form, found on our website.
They are also required to read an assigned book, which will be covered in class at the beginning
of the year. These completed forms must be submitted by Friday, September 9th. Please note
that separate requirements for students entering grade 1 are found on their assignment sheet.
We are confident that the summer math and reading assignments will help our students to keep
their skills fresh, while also allowing for plenty of time to relax and refresh.
We wish you and your family a wonderful summer!

